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ASGCO®’s EXHD Tru-Trainer® Return Idlers Series Provide Maximum Tracking in 

the Toughest Conditions 

Allentown, PA.:   ASGCO® – “Complete Conveyor Solutions”, a leading manufacturer and service provider, is 
pleased to announce that the industry’s best tracking idlers are now improved for the high tonnage and high 
speed applications as seen in underground and above ground mining and bulk shipping applications. 
 
ASGCO®’s series of Tru-Trainer® Conveyor Tracking Idlers now includes an extra heavy duty (EXHD) line to 
accommodate high speed and tonnage associated with mining operations.  The tapered ends sense any 
potential belt alignment issues and initiate the tracking corrections to take place instantly, without the need for 
edge contact rollers.  
 
A seize-proof external central pivot mechanism was designed, eliminating the need for a single, large drum, 
and enabling a concentric and balanced rotation to be achieved.  This patented proprietary design also makes 
EXHD Tru-Trainer® idlers an excellent choice for reversing belt applications.   
 
Developed to accommodate the excessive forces encountered with wide belt widths and heavy loads, the 
EXHD Return idlers can accommodate conveyor belt speeds that exceed 800 fpm (4m/s) and/or greater than 
1500 PIW. This integrated design also extends bearing life and is proven to withstand the toughest mining 
applications worldwide.   
 
“With the effectiveness of our line of Tru-Trainer® conveyor tracking idlers, it was natural to develop a variation 
that could handle the intense demands of high speed and high tonnage operations in a more rugged 
environment.  We designed the EXHD Tru-Trainers® for those exact specifications and have seen tremendous 
results in virtually every application.” said Vice President, Jeff Jurasits. “The EXHD version incorporates rollers 
that withstand even the most abrasive conditions while continuing to provide excellent coefficient of friction with 
the conveyor belt.” 
 

About ASGCO
®
: 

ASGCO
®
 “Complete Conveyor Solutions” founded in 1971 and headquartered in Allentown, PA is a leading manufacturer, 

distributor and service provider of proprietary conveyor and screening equipment and accessories that improve the safety 

and performance of bulk material handling systems.  

ASGCO
®
 is a diversified and innovative company with three major divisions that serve specific targets of the material 

handling industry. The growth of the company, over the years, is due to recognized improvements in the efficiency, safety 
and productivity of our customers operations. At ASGCO

®
 we continue to strive to make the handling of bulk materials 

cleaner, safer, and more productive.  

Visit our website at www.asgco.com. Contact us toll-free at (800) 344-4000. 
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